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Sample all students  
objectively

By using  mini-whiteboards 
or similar

Ask Questions

And use ‘No opt-out’  
when students don’t know 

the answer

Or use ‘Cold call’

Gradually increase problem 
complexity

Provide A LOT  
of practice

Entails Explicit  
Learning Goals

Entails Explicit  
Instructional Methods

Which you can make easier by 
standardising the format

Ensure that you track rather 
than watch

Set multiple  
problems to keep students 

engaged

Cues and prompts, I’ll  
come back to you, pair–share  

again, de-escalate  
to multiple choice,  

explain your thinking, 
 read the answer,  etc.

And deal with student contributions  
in a supportive way

So, use Hollingsworth and  
Ybarra’s feedback techniques

Provide Feedback and Adapt InstructionObserve

Check for Understanding

How will I be Perceived  
if I ask for help?

Will they be Annoyed  
if I ask for help?

Will I Learn if I ask  
for help?

But reject self-report, and 
instead…

Feedback works by teaching  
something new or motivating students  

to learn something new

Supported by a Culture of  
Error (established by  

addressing the questions)

Recall a universal experience

Or generate a shared 
experience

Model the  
thinking process

Model examples and  
non-examples

Provide templates

Avoid transience

So, plan Bullet-Proof  
De!nitions

And plan Learning  
Intentions (underline skills, 

concepts in italics) 

And plan examples and non-
examples (based  

on critical attributes)

Which are situated in  
knowledge structures 

(schemas)

Which it’s useful to  
make explicit to  

students (through concept 
maps like this one)

And explicitly plan to revisit  
all content over time

We Do

Plan the 
Content

Such as an  
Attentional Cue

Plan your  
Engagement Norms

Plan the  
Participation

And others:  
Pronounce with  
me, Pair–share,  

Complete  
sentences, etc.

 

I Do

Knowledge is stored as  
situation–action pairs

Plan

Guide them through  
the thinking process

Activate Prior Knowledge

You Do

Explicit  
Instruction

Can be summarised  
with the PIC model

Instruct

Brie"y introduce relevance
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